*Note: This drawing is for a grounded solenoid relay. If using insulated ground solenoid relay “I or R” terminal will need to be grounded.

---

**Starter Solenoid Relay Drawing**

- **Battery**
  - Main/Big B+ Cable
    - I or R Terminal (optional)
  - “S” START-switched from ignition
    - Original wire that went to small S terminal on starter - recommended through neutral safety switch

**Starter Solenoid Terminals**
- B+
- I or R
- S

- **Mounting Base**
  - Must be grounded

**To Starter Motor**
- (Internal starter field connection - do not connect to)

Optional:
- (Usually not present)
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Important: The information contained on this sheet is for trained, professional technicians with proper tools, equipment, and training to perform the connections illustrated above. The above is suggested only; you should not assume the above applies to your equipment. Karam A.L. assumes no responsibility for possible errors.